Give Thanks
Give Thanks

Author: Isabella Abbiati
Copyright: The Primitive Hare
Website: http://www.theprimitivehare.com
Fabric: 30 ct Old Salem Linen
Grid Size: 73W x 89H
Design Area: 11.79 cm x 15.24 cm (65 x 84 stitches)

Legend:
- [2] Steel by Nina's Thread
- [2] DMC 543 beige brown - ul vy lt
- [2] DMC 838 beige brown - vy dk
- [2] Amber by Nina's Threads
- [2] DMC 642 beige gray - dk
- [2] DMC 310 black

Backstitch Lines:
- DMC-838 beige brown - vy dk
- DMC-310 black
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